


Dooq World of Details unveils 
a new luxury collection

www.dooqdetails.com

Dooq World of Details is presenting new ranges of luxury home furniture, upholstery and lighting designs. �e collection acts as a prelude 
to dramatic moments in the midst of a serene scenery. It is the realisation of its vision of di�erent cultures and di�erent eras in history. 

�e creation of each piece evolved from a travel through a country, city, era of history or cultural tradition. �is beginning led to the 
gathering of versatile inspirations thus creating a very unique and polished range of products. 

With Dooq World of Details, each luxury piece is tailored to modern living, with a collection intended to suit the needs of good taste and 

high end aesthetics. 
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Odisseia chair embodies the aesthetic spirit of the space age, a 
new kind of discreet luxury and comfort inspired by a futuristic 

era created by new visual experiences and concepts of the 
future. �is e�ortless but striking piece insinuates a luxe vision 

of the home of the future, as a new order of being. 

L’Unite armchair

Created by the perfect combination of color, energy and shape, 
Souk mirrors reflect the influences of overwhelming and visually 

fascinating Souk markets in northern Africa with its vibrant 
fringes and earthy colors resembling typical macrame 

techniques. �ese soulful art pieces will make you travel to 
another time and place and inspire your senses. 

Odisseia chair
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Like a warm embrace, Malibu settee welcomes you to stay within and relax. An 
elevated homage to the golden age of mid-century design and organic architecture, it 

radiates through its unusual proportions and strong curves with so�ness and fine 
detailing resulting in a must-have piece.

Malibu Pouf and Sofa

Single Man Sofa

 Setting its origin in sunny California’s mid-century influence, Single Man’s 
collection takes you back to a time when elegance was obtained through the use of 
simplicity, comfort and fine materials. Using essential geometric and organic shapes, 

this collection creates a strong emotional connection with the user.
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Like its name suggests, Berlin sideboard is inspired by Bauhaus, a wave of thought that 
is impossible to overlook when passing through the streets of Berlin. In a more down 

to earth piece, clean lines and a certain absence of excessive ornamentation result in a 
harmony between design and function.

Berlin Sideboard

In a piece that combines classic and modern aesthetics we can find a certain harmonic 
gracefulness paired with an intimate voluptuousness that can embrace you and 

surprisingly break the frontiers of sophistication and elegance. 

Alma Chairs
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About the brand: 

Born in Portugal, Dooq is a design company dedicated to celebrate the luxury of living. Creating designs that stimulate the senses, which 
conceptual approach is inspired on the unexpected meeting of opposites. 

Our studio focuses on an extensive research of details together with a vast iconographic research of art and design, creating an everevolv-

ing language that emphasizes first of all the small singularities.

We seek to find balance in contrasting concepts, creating pieces where feminine meets masculine, small meets large, so� meets solid and 
past meets present allowing the new to blossom.

Sensual materials like velvet, rope, straw and glass are combined with robust materials such as copper, marble, brass and wood expressing 
this duality in our studio’s distinctive pieces.

Applying the technological expertise of a country leader in cra�manship in combination with the creativity of great
designers, allows to create objects with an uncensored aesthetic where each piece has its own reason to exist. 

Dooq is all about pursuing elegance with audacity and devotion, crossing the boundaries between art and design.
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For further information, please visit www.dooqdetails.com

Follow on social media with #dooqdetails

Share and post on Instagram: @dooqdetails
Share and like on Facebook: www.facebook.com/dooqdetails
Share on Pinterest: @dooqdetails

La Folie pouf Memphis dinner table


